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The Brief in Brief
Process John Muir Way Artwork Public Consultation
As part of the Helensburgh Waterfront Development Project works,there is an opportunity forthe existing John
Muir Way Start/Finish point Artwork, currently located on the esplanade opposite Colquhoun Street,to be resited and incorporated within the new public realm area created at the widened junction of Sinclair/West & East
Clyde Streets.
The Green Action Trust, which manages the John Muir Way, has secured funding for the John Muir Way
Artwork Study. This study is funded by the Scottish Government Scotland Loves Local Fund administered by
Scotland’s Towns Partnership and secured, with a focus on Helensburgh, by the Green Action Trust. The
Study/Consultation is being delivered by WAVEparticle, on behalf of the Green Action Trust, and is supported
by the Helensburgh Waterfront Development Design Team.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJrrS6TONik
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Organic For ms to Echo Muir’s Nature
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Take the man out and leave the hat?
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The Existing Artwork from Launch Event 2014
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Executive Summary
A rigorous engagement process was conducted by artist organisation WAVEparticle between March and June 2021, with significant
creative and conceptual input from a small and committed number of representatives of Helensburgh. In parallel, a rigorous process of
testing and advancing these emerging ideas was undergone with Argyll & Bute Council and the Green Action Trust. There was additional
targeted input from John Muir experts, a local primary school, the Greenpeace Group and Hirst Landscape Architects

A launch event, (via Zoom) took place on the 8th April with the community, followed by a series of open workshops, (also via Zoom) on
the 15th 21st and 28th of April, and emerging ideas were presented on 13th May. Schools’ workshops (again via Zoom) took place on 20th
and 27th May with Hermitage Primary School. There was a physical site visit on Tuesday 27th April, after which Peter McCaughey met
Norman McNally, who presented the illuminating Vision for Helensburgh. On 25th May Peter met (via Zoom) Jo Moulin, Museums Officer
East (Promotions), who had many excellent insights from Dunbar’s perspective, which she shared. On May 28th the Working Report was
presented to Attendees. The workshops were conducted mainly by Peter McCaughey and Danielle Banks of WAVEparticle, supported by
Elaine Macintosh from the Green Action Trust. Danielle was tasked with drawing suggestions as they were made, and these were then
shared at the end of each session so participants could actually see that their idea had been listened to, logged and given form. These
activities were complemented by regular Project Team Meetings with representatives of WAVEparticle, Argyll and Bute Council, the
Green Action Trust, and others, to sense check emerging concepts, address the community’s questions and check out the viability of
alternative locations for the John Muir Way artwork.
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Executive Summary
COVID protocols dictated that the workshops on the John Muir Way Artwork have taken place in people’s homes, via Zoom, so with the
exception of the site visit in April we lost out on our preference of speaking to people in the place they are responding to. COVID
guidelines have also restricted our preference for the unplanned, peripatetic encounter, so we’ve found it difficult to get to the people
often neglected in participative processes. Ultimately, we have had to identify ambassadors for these communities and go to them. This
engagement therefore has gaps, geographically and in terms of diversity. This underscores our experience on other projects recently, that
the harder to reach have become even harder to reach during COVID, especially given that the use of some of our approaches and
customised tools are restricted by current guidance. Despite our best efforts we didn’t get wide participation, and the consultees were
ODUJHO\WKRVHUHDFKHGWKURXJK+HOHQVEXUJK&RPPXQLW\&RXQFLO. Nonetheless, the experience is, and has been, inspiring, illuminating and
HGXFDWLRQDO DQGLQterms of the hunt for the perfect location-sometimes frustrating- the lack of an agreed base/foundation/location
IRUWKHZRUNXQGRXEWHGO\restricted our progress on this relatively short study)

There are brilliant ideas out there captured on Danielle (Banks) hand-drawn ‘Ideas’ map. These ideas have value not just for the
John Muir Way artwork but for the enhancing of the whole seafront and indeed townscape. The map is a resource, a collection of the
ideas illustrated, with over 30 drawings, by Danielle, filling the map with icons and concepts.

E
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Executive Summary
The focus on the location for the John Muir Way Artwork began at the Launch Meeting, with a number of attendees expressing concern
about the proposed re-siting of the John Muir Way artwork at the to-be-built ‘Civic Space’. People had different ideas about the Civic
Space- some were concerned that you couldn’t see the sea from this space, some felt that it would be dominated by the traffic junction,
and therefore that it couldn’t work as a space for meditation, introspection, and reflection.
These opinions sent us on a journey to explore other locations for the artwork, supported by Argyll and Bute Council who were receptive
to an alternative location and did their best to explore the possibilities with us. However, despite exploring EIGHT alternative options,
(detailed in this study), some with considerable depth of research into foundation details and legal permissions, we were collectively
unsuccessful in identifying a viable alternative- in each case something thwarted the development of the new site in question. These
considerations had to include where we were within the existing programme of work in the waterfront, and the pragmatics of delivery
without holding up the main work.
For the reasons articulated under Considering (Re) Location (Pg. 56 onwards) this report has come full circle to acknowledge that the
only viable location for the John Muir Way Artwork, under the current programme of work, is the Civic Space by Sinclair Street and West
Clyde Street. Ultimately, we returned to review the original site and test the perceptions around it.
We felt the lack of 3d visuals hampered people’s ability to imagine the space, and as an initiative of this study, visuals were
commissioned that would allow the landscape architect’s vision for the space to be shared. Thankfully, the new visuals of this space,
commissioned for this report, help us all visualise the planned Civic Space. These images of the space suggest its potential much more
clearly than the previous two-dimensional ground plans.
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Executive Summary
It is clear, for the first time, from these visuals that the space can be an excellent focussed place of orientation towards the sea, towards
Greenock and to the National Parks. In addition, its circular design lends itself to focussing any artwork, including the John Muir Way work,
that is placed within its boundaries. The design would also seem to offer fantastic opportunities to add value to this space, and integrate
many of the ideas put forward in this study by the community.
The next phase of this work has to proceed quickly as the programme is live and the delivery point for this site will be September of next
year. For this reason, the study recommends a process of integrating the John Muir Way Artwork into the proposed site at Sinclair Street and
raising the funds to augment the work, rather than going down the road of a new commission, which would require a timescale beyond the
current programme.
One of the principal ideas developed as a way to extend the existing artwork, is to extrude the disc at the centre into a column- becoming a
plinth / a vertical lighting column / or indeed a sculptural work. Because the Civic Space is in Phase 2 of the programme, there is still time to
integrate any necessary foundation detail into these plans- if the findings of this study are accepted and the detailing of the work can be
progressed quickly. The idea of a ‘touchstone’ to John Muir, something from Helensburgh that would have been significant to him, was the
lovely suggestion for a theme. Like the process for the Outdoor Museum, this study recommends the next phase is evolved in close
consultation with the local Helensburgh community. There is an idea that has emerged at the end of this study to address the circular Civic
Space, with a circular artwork at its heart, as a circular counterpart to Colquhoun Square, with its own outdoor museum, this time using
circular / cylindrical plinths rather than square plinths.
The ideas captured from community consultation could become the basis for the content going forward, with a focus on organic motifs and
framing the things John Muir would have loved about Helensburgh.
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Buildability
In parallel with this process of idea generation and mapping, there has been a sense checking round the viability / buildability of the ideas
generated in terms of their physical parameters, such as height, weight and other dimensions, to ensure that the restrictions of the
suggested sites / locations could guide this viability. These restrictions include for example, exposure to the elements, loading
restrictions, the opportunities and restrictions around integrating into an existing programme of work, as well as other tolerances.

As this work progressed, we nurtured some thoughts on budget and identified a number of viable funding sources for the currently
unfunded next phase of the work. The combination of the elements, enquiries, research, visualisations, detailed in this study, is aimed at
yielding a material that is as useful as possible to the Green Action Trust, and indeed to whoever takes the work forward in its next phase.
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The
Process

RHS Flyer for Launch
Event and Workshops
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The Process

Zoom Launch Event hosted by Helensburgh Community Council
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The Process
Five online workshops have taken place during April and May to engage the local community in developing a brief for an
additional artwork feature for the John Muir Way. An in-person site visit was also attended by a smaller number from the
community.The aim of the study is to create greater visibility for the start/finish point of the John Muir Way route and to explore
opportunities for this in relation to the Helensburgh Waterfront Development. This study was led by Peter McCaughey of
WAVEparticle who was previously involved in the CHORD scheme Outdoor Museum and existing John Muir Way Artwork. The
launch workshop was hosted by Helensburgh Community Council, with 25members of the community attending. A smaller but
substantially-engaged group attended the subsequent workshops where a series of ideas have emerged, with a broad
consensus on an approach going forward. This study will set out conclusions on preferred location, design brief/options and
indicative budget.Funding for this first phase of work was secured by the Green Action Trust – the charity which manages the
John Muir Way – from the Scottish Government Scotland Loves Local Fund.Funding is yet to be secured for commissioning
design and construction.
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WAVEparticle designed and delivered Helensburgh’s Award-winning Outdoor Museum with Austin-Smith:Lord and Helensburgh’s Local Community
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Themes of orientation, connection and signing dominated the
launch and the first workshop with a lot of interest in this work that
WAVEparticle made in Stirling- fusing a pier-end telescope with a
rotating base from a roundabout, to make an artwork that all ages
could use to orientate themselves in the land.

Ideas Suggested:
At The Launch Strong themes of orientation emerged
I was struck by the remark made by Norman and others, in the webinar,
about the pier. It is surely the town's most latent asset and badly in
need of a purpose as it can no longer fulfil its original function. Then
I remembered Campbell Town Tasmania, half way between Launceston and
Hobart, where the long pavement through the village incorporates a line
of bricks with the name of a transported prisoner, their crimes, dates,
and ship on each one. It is very touching (see attached). Now, I am not
sure what the equivalent would be for us; I doubt if, for example, there
were enough emigrant families leaving Helensburgh to stretch the pier's
length, but there might be some better idea along those lines.
Alternatively (and more feasibly) something to relate the length of the
pier to distances by ratio, such as to Greenock, Dunbar, or the USA.
Indeed anything that will make the pier worth a tourist visit. I don't
suppose the figure of John Muir looking to the horizon would quite do
it, but who knows?
Regards,
DB

This and following page from David Bruce
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The Process
Workshop 1
Open up ideas of location
Observe proposed move contested – perception of location as traffic junction with no view of the sea important

Workshop 2
Sent us on a location hunt, area outside the Clock Tower, the point, augmenting the existing location, moving further along the
grass banking towards the bell monument- locating on pier, locating at east bay, distributing through the town, multiple points of
connection, including existing sites and new locations at the steps close to the toilets, further along at the steps by the ramp of the
swimming pool.

Workshop 3
Visualising work at these locations, exploring forms from Ziggurat, and adding layers to the existing John Muir Way Artwork, the
extrapolation of the central disc to become a cylindrical plinth, a pole, a lighting column, a tree, a tourist telescope, a conceptual
orientation tool, a more organic form – some folk still returning to a figurative form, although this, under the direction of the brief, is
not an option.
23

To complement this process, WAVEparticle researched and presented ideas and approaches from
contemporary artists, designers, artworks to help to give the ideas generated along the way, a physical form,
and to provide examples as to how concepts / ideas might be materially realised in actual public space.

Images and model from Norman McNally, top right
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The Process
Site Visit
This focussed on location- at this time, negotiations with Scottish Water and reviews of the original plans, process, and permissions, flag up the
precarity of the current location- the difficulty of adding weight, (attenuation tanks), insurance, and vulnerability should access be required, and
ultimately agreeing the site is no longer suitable for the work. Hard to see this as progress as it feels like a negative step but realistically it is
important, and it required substantial research, negotiations, and graft. This was done in order to be able to immediately feedback to the
community, so that as ideas were put forward, they were robustly tested, pragmatically, aesthetically, conceptually, and in terms of health and
safety and viability. This comprehensive checking was not within the remit of the brief and extended the timescales and the work, significantly
taxing the time of everyone involved including Andrew Collins, (Project Manager, Argyll & Bute Council), who worked hard to provide and explore
options. However, we began to hit problems associated with retro fitting into an existing programme of work, (related to the alternative site in
Phase 1, not the Sinclair St. site, which is Phase 2), where the programme was already strained, and there were significant dangers to that
programme in terms of potential delays, particularly if the moving of the existing work required additional foundations for a speculative, nearvertical artwork, as the brief stipulated.
Sites were identified that seemed to meet the brief of a view of the sea, and of Greenock, and a more publicly visible nature, a more vertical
aspect – but ultimately these sites were also ruled out for the reasons listed above, especially the proximity to services and to underground
cabling, as well as slip hazards / trip hazards given the proximity to the steps. This feedback about the proposed site at the top of the steps was
provided, after due consideration, by the landscape architect, along with the Council and the Project Manager.
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The Process
WAVEparticle attempted to assuage the concerns as they occurred, the trip hazard could be alleviated if the work was recessed, or level with
the ground; a general foundation could be designed and the work moved to allow for the timescale of an artist’s commission at a later date
(roundly dismissed as an option because of the unpopularity of having to close down access for the retro-fitting process), but ultimately the
site was formally ruled out, and again this news had to be relayed and workshop plans re-directed. Obviously, this process of discussing,
exploring, researching, proposing, visualising, testing, checking, and rejecting, is part and parcel of creative design, particularly akin to the
model of prototyping, (James Dyson made 292 versions of the Dyson Hoover before it finally made it to production). But there is no doubt
that it came with frustrations for the community, and everyone involved, and it was disappointing to feel that we raised our collective
expectations, finding an exciting compromise, only to ultimately dash hopes when the viability didn’t proceed. In this instance, this is a
genuine design process but not everyone has the appetite for such prototyping, and this understandable frustration, compounded by the
uncertainty around funding, led to a deflated and negative article in the Helensburgh Advertiser, which caught nothing of the excitement and
the value of the rich and generous contributions of the townsfolk in terms of the idea’s contribution, and focussed mainly on the lack of
certainty in the 3-month process.
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Organic For ms to Echo Muir’s Nature
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Organic For ms to Echo Muir’s Nature
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The Process
At this point, as is often the case in a design process, we went back to the drawing board to see if we had missed anything, and in doing so
uncovered a misconception about the original proposed site. This site had the advantages of being a later part of the programme and had the
capacity to hold the foundation required for a vertical marker that was central to the brief. It transpired that a fundamental concern regarding
the site as having no vantage point / sightline to the sea was actually incorrect, as no visualisation of the site had been rendered. With the
only viable location being the existing move, proposed, and previously consulted on, as an option, we sought and raised the funding to
generate a visual of this site, so that its sightlines could be explored and adjusted, in response to the community’s response, to find that there
are in fact good sightlines to the sea. What’s more, for ourselves and the Council, it’s clear the site has the potential to be significantly
augmented to take on board a range of proposals that emerged, which will address points raised in consultation.

These visuals have not yet been circulated, and we hope that their circulation in this report, will make evident that the setting is more
protected than may have at first appeared, that the sightlines are open to the sea, and the potential for augmentation is significant.
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The Process

Flyer for Summative Event
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The Process
The next phase of this work has to proceed quickly as the programme is live and the delivery point for this site will be September of next
year. For this reason, the report recommends a process of integrating the John Muir Way Artwork into the proposed site at Sinclair Street
and raising the funds to augment the work, rather than going down the road of a new commission, which would require a timescale beyond
the current programme.
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A Map of Conversations,
Suggestions and
Related Ideas
Throughout this process WAVEparticle attempted to encapsulate the ideas that were
suggested, primarily in the form of WAVEparticle team member Danielle Bank’s drawn map of
ideas, and in the photoshopped sketches created by WAVEparticle team member Peter
McCaughey. Additional concepts and themes are included in the Appendices.

Drawn by Danielle Banks
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Ideas Index
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One of the principal ideas developed in the engagement, as a way to extend the existing artwork, is to extrude the
disc at the centre into a column- becoming a plinth / a vertical lighting column / or indeed a sculptural work. These
ideas are also sketched on the new visuals of the site (Pgs 90-94) to help explain and contextualise the potential.
This suggested an object presented on a cylindrical plinth, extruded from the centre of the existing roundel, and
this in turn offers a thought of a circular version of the squared plinths of Helensburgh’s Outdoor Museum. It
transpires that this proposal is only viable in the Civic Space, due to restrictions for foundations on the existing
site.

Please note, if extending above the height of a plinth, we have been alerted by Alison McBride, (Architect with Argyll and Bute Council), that the work may
be subject to a planning application. If extending significantly above plinth height, a foundation detail would need to be considered for the work

Other ways to adapt/add to the existing artwork

Other ways to adapt/add to the existing artwork

Could the artwork be a tree? Either sculpture oS functioning wind ‘bush’,
actually generating power and symbolising the sustainable aspirations of Muir?
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John Muir Way
Artwork
Considering(Re)Locations
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Considering(Re)Locations
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Drawings Norman McNally
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Ziggurat/inverted Ziggurat

Materials: Granite Step, Red Sandstone top Concrete infill

3 Discs
Top Layer (Existing work:)
3m diameter x 0.2m deep
2nd Layer:
3.8m diameter x 0.2m deep
3rd Layer:
4.4m diameter x 0.2m deep
4 Discs
Top Layer (Existing work:)
3m diameter x 0.2m deep
2nd Layer:
3.8m diameter x 0.2m deep
3rd Layer:
4.4m diameter x 0.2m deep
4th Layer:
5.4m diameter x 0.2m deep
Optional : Ramp 12m rising to 1m , 1.2m wide at top 3m wide at 56
base, Limestone

Drawings by Norman McNally
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Attenuation Tanks just below the surface
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Henry Bell’s Bell
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Considering(Re)Locations
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Location 3: In the grounds beside the Clock Tower. Corner of Sinclair Street and W Clyde Street
Outwith the Scope of the Helensburgh Waterfront Development programme- would therefore require funding for all
works. No views of Greenock/the Sea. Lacks space for reflection for JMW walkers. Considered (by some) to be a better
location for a John Logie Baird Memorial –(anniversary 100 years of first broadcast on 26 January 2026).

Location 4: The Civic Space (the proposed site). Corner of Sinclair Street and W Clyde Street
The original location for the artwork is in Phase 2 of the work programme – so work wouldn’t commence until the existing
swimming pool is demolished. Works here are in the last quarter of 2022. This is relevant as it gives the best chance to
advance the work in a proper development cycle including engagement with schools /local business/ Helensburgh
Community Council etc, and avoiding expensive retrofitting.
The site is considered (by some) to have no views of Greenock/the Sea. To be too close to a Traffic Junction. To lack a
space for reflection for JMW walkers.


Location 3: In the grounds beside the Clock Tower. Corner of Sinclair Street and W Clyde Street


Location 4: The Civic Space (the proposed site). Corner of Sinclair Street and W Clyde Street


Aerial View of Site 4
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Location 7: The area at the top of the steps closest to the new building. For some time this site seemed to be the best compromise to
move the existing artwork and add a vertical marker. It has views to the Sea and the National Park, and a natural line of sight to and from
Colquhoun Square/Street. It would also naturally be more visible to the JMW walker being at the heart of the new development along
excellent sight lines. The steps adjacent act as a natural version of the proposed Ziggurat form proposed by several members of the
community.
This newly proposed location at the emerging steps was very favourably received in workshops and site visit. This preference was due to
better views, a larger space both for circulation and to accommodate the work, and ramp access, as well as steps which would be better for
bikes. It was felt slipway access wasn’t to be an issue as apparently the slipway is too steep and so only used by canoeists.There was
however a sense that the ideal scenario would be for all work to be delivered ahead of the opening of the new leisure centre, for both
practical and presentational reasons. Unfortunately, upon scrutiny, this site is not an option. The Council evaluated this, in conjunction with
Hirst Architects, and concluded there is too much going on under the ground here, including substantial drainage works, water and gas
services now being routed up the emerging ramp. Wheeled access to the kayak slipway here also precludes anything raised above ground
level. A vertical feature, as well as requiring foundations which the site drainage/services can’t accommodate, would have challenges in
standing out against the backdrop of the building.


https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1897562646944621

Location 7: The area at the top of the steps closest to the new building.
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Location 8: By Steps along from Colquhoun Street (close to Public Toilets).
For some time this site seemed to be a viable compromise to move the existing artwork to and add a vertical marker. It
has views to the Sea and the National Park and a natural line of site to and from Colquhoun Square/street. It would also
naturally be more visible to the JMW walker being at the start of the new development along excellent site lines. A bit
proximate to the public toilets but far enough to be seriously considered. The steps adjacent act as a natural version of
the proposed Ziggurat form proposed by several members of the community. Unfortunately, upon closer inspection there
isn’t enough space to accommodate the roundel or anything similarly raised above the ground on this thoroughfare.
There is also the ‘square hole / round peg’ issue of the existing artwork not being ideal for the design of this area, and
being too late in the process to design this in properly. However, this site is now completely ruled out, due to the extent
of utilities planned for the area, which means that no foundation would be possibleIRUDYHUWLFDOIHDWXUH.



Location 8: By Steps along from Colquhoun Street (close to Public Toilets).

Considering views back from location 7&8



Considering(Re)Locations
Conclusion
An enormous percentage of the time for this study was consumed by the search for the perfect relocation for the existing
artwork with an additional vertical / visible aspect.
In this we had significant and continuous support from the Council’s Project Lead endeavouring to understand what could
work in terms of physical infrastructure and works programme.
Eight different locations were considered, tested and rejected one after the other, on one basis or another. The
WAVEparticle team and the Green Action Trust exceeded the boundaries of an outline study to test viability in-depth, and
unfortunately each time a significant obstacle was uncovered that prevented progress. Ultimately this report suggests a
compromise based on the relocation of the existing John Muir Way Artwork to the site identified by Hirst’s in their original
drawings. We came to understand that some of the perception of the space- for example lack of sightlines to Greenock/
the Sea was based on a misconception that has arisen due to no visualisation of the Civic Space being shared prior to
this study, other than a 2-d plan.
However we strongly recommend that the site be developed /augmented to address its perceived flaws, and we have
detailed additional enhancements to that site on this basis.


Supporting A Better Understanding
Of The Civic Space
In the consultation process it was clear people had diﬀerent ideas about the Civic Space- some were
concerned that you couldn’t see the sea from this space, some felt that it would be dominated by the traﬃc
junction, and therefore that it couldn’t work as a space for meditation, introspection and reflection.
These opinions sent us on a journey to explore other locations for the John Muir Way Artwork, but in each
case something thwarted the development of each new site and ultimately we returned to review the
original site and test the perceptions around it.
It became clear that the views to the sea were indeed available from the space on several sides and it
seemed there was potential to focus the sense of its civic nature through the positioning of the John Muir
Way Artwork. The Clock Tower was a very clear vertical marker and potential ‘selfie’ backdrop.
We felt the lack of visuals exacerbated some of the negative perceptions of the space and the study
requested some accurate visuals to help frame the existing artwork and assist some consideration of
augmenting the space to ameliorate concerns and enhance the civic, cultural and historic aspects to
amplify its role as a destination point- both for the John Muir Way, but also as a place to connect the town
to itself. These images follow, (NB: trees are not the exact species).












The Definitive JMW Selfie?
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In addition,
these are the
types of
enhancement to
the Civic Space
that could frame
the perfect JMW
Selfie…





Objects used to reference a more organic marker for JMW- semi-abstract/organic/natural



Augmenting The
Existing Artwork

During consultation, a strong idea emerged of
augmenting the existing artwork- utilising the
small disc at the centre of the work and
extruduing out from it a column or base for a
new work- either on a plinth or ‘grown ‘from
the centre of the work.











Recommendations Going Forward
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Recommendations Going Forward
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“Key to deciding and shaping the brief for the artwork is, I believe, to somehow get
inside John Muir’s head. He has left a library of his own writing and a further library
of books by those who have shaped his thinking. However there is one short piece,
written by Muir a few brief months after his wife died, that gives the key. During this
time he had all but withdrawn from public life but early in 1906 he turned to an old
friend who had travelled with him on many of his adventures. The result was
‘Thoughts written on the Birthday of Robert Burns’, penned appropriately on 25
January and easily obtainable on line at:
https://vault.sierraclub.org/john_muir_exhibit/writings/people/robert_burns.aspx
Muir lists the field mouse, the daisy, a wounded hare, silly sheep and cattle, squirrels and
birds among those that Burns identifies as “earth-born companions and fellow mortals”. All,
and more, may be seen along the John Muir Way whether it’s Helensburgh to Dunbar or vice
versa.
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Artwork Study:Connecting to the Site’s History
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A cylindrical version of the Outdoor Museum in Colquhoun
Square. Eight plinths representing 8 planets and the 9th
plinth the Sun, configured for John Muir’s Birthday/Earth
Day, each carrying an artefact relevant to Helensburgh /
John Muir / Nature.
As coincidence's go sometimes, Earth Day celebrations on April 22nd also allow
us to remember John Muir and celebrate his birthday. (He was actually born on
April 21st, but over the years these two dates have become synonymous.)



Approaches to enhancements to the Civic Space by Hirst Landscape Architects
)JSTU"SDIJUFDUTIBEBMSFBEZTVHHFTUFEBTFU
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The Importance of Ongoing Engagement
Like the process for the Outdoor Museum this study recommends
the next phase is evolved in close consultation with the local
Helensburgh community.
The Outdoor Museum responded directly to the Helensburgh
community's desire for a Town Museum, and many people, local
residents, schools and organisations were involved in the generation
of the content for the first 15 plinths. Any further work should trust
that the content is here in the community and just requires an
armature to hold /present it. David Bruce connected us to Elspeth
Davis, Head Teacher, at Hermitage Primary School with thoughts
about twinning with Dunbar Primary School. Option B which
recommends the augmenting of the Civic Space rather than
commissioning one person’s artwork to add to the space offers the
opportunity to customise the space in terms of the same approach
taken to the outdoor museum.
It was a key principle of the curatorship of the first fifteen objects on
permanent display that the contributions should underscore the
relationships and mutual value of the local and the national. As
such, diversity and empowerment were cornerstones of the process
with equal access and rights shared with school pupils, elder
statesmen and those contributors who initially felt they had nothing
to offer the process. This has extended to the desire to empower
diversity going forward and likewise support the sustainable future
of the Outdoor Museum.

There is an idea that has emerged at the end of this study to
address the circular Civic Space- with a circular artwork at it’s heart,
as a circular counterpart to Colquhoun Square with it’s own outdoor
museum, this time circular/ cylindrical plinths rather than square.
Could this help the Civic Space actually become a space for
reflection for the JMW walkers and the townsfolk? Could
contributions draw out the natural references and organic forms
hankered after by some contributors to the workshops? Could the
space celebrate John Muir Way and Helensburgh? Potentially but
what I am 100% confident about is that if you continue the
engagement you will quickly fill those plinths and pavers and corten
dividers with wonderful, stimulating objects and stories sourced
from the ordinary, extraordinary people you meet- John Muir Way
adventurers, local school children, those who have contributed to
the engagement thus far and those still to be encountered.

Fundamental to the design of the Outdoor Museum was to
leave the majority of plinths free so that the community could
continue to nominate contributions for exhibit long into the
future. The Civic Space could likewise evolve over time….


Pupils from Hermitage Primary getting very excited about making a new plinth for Colquhoun Square



Recommendations Going Forward
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Funding Opportunities Summary
Funding Opportunities
Outwith Creative Scotland and the Heritage Lottery Fund, in terms of funding for the arts and public art, and the proposed augmentation of the site, a number of the
bigger charitable trusts and foundations, with a range of funding streams, may be worth exploring. Between them they basically cover, community, arts, improvement to
the local environment. There are also a number of Scottish grant makers worth exploring.
The Esmée Fairbairn Foundation – have a number of funding streams but possibly start with the Creative Confident Communities:
https://esmeefairbairn.org.uk/our-aims/creative-confident-communities/
The Paul Hamlyn Foundation – they invest around £30 million each year across six funding priorities where they wish to see change, and a commitment to social
justice underpins all these priorities. They have six open application funds.
https://www.phf.org.uk/our-funding/
Garfield Weston Foundation – support a broad range of causes and charities across the UK that make a positive difference – including the arts; museums and
heritage etc 
https://garfieldweston.org/what-we-support/
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation – UK Branch: is possibly a long shot but may well be worth a look https://gulbenkian.pt/uk-branch/
Biffa Award – supports a wide range of projects but to be considered at all the project site must be within five miles of a significant Biffa operation or within 10 miles of
an active Biffa Landfill site, their recreation theme includes funding for landscaping works etc
https://www.biffa-award.org/
Specifically Scottish Funding
Scotland Loves Local: A £10 millionScottish GovernmentScotland Loves Local Fund, multi-year support scheme, aims to encourage people to think local first,
supporting businesses and enterprises in their community.A total of £2 million-worth of grants will be available this financial year. Applications for the fund are open
fromMonday 9th August2021 untilFriday1stOctober,5pm. The minimum application is £10,000 and the maximum is £50,000.
https://lovelocal.scot/scotland-loves-local-fund-application-and-guidance/



Funding Opportunities Summary
Specifically Scottish Funding
Awards For All Scotland – always worth applying to as it’s a relatively straightforward process with a 3-month turnaround – and can fund up to £10k.
https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/programmes/national-lottery-awards-for-all-scotland

Institute of Physics Scotland – have a public engagement grant which offers up to £2,500 to individuals or organisations based in Scotland for physicsbased events and activities. For funded projects, they offer support with both public engagement (for physicists) or with physics (for artists, community
groups and science communicators).
https://www.iop.org/physics-community/iop-membership-where-you-are/Scotland/public-engagement#gref
Culture & Business Fund Scotland – Deadline 28th September at 11am – “The Culture & Business Fund Scotland enables businesses and arts or
heritage organisations to come together and build effective, sustainable partnerships, bringing creative projects – large and small – vividly to life. Funded
by the Scottish Government via Creative Scotland and Historic Environment Scotland, and managed by Arts & Business Scotland, the CBFS provides
critical £ for £ match funding – making the journey from a great idea, to a great project, possible”.
https://www.culturebusinessfund.scot/
Year of Stories 2022, Community Stories Fund – A fund managed by the Museums and Galleries of Scotland. Organisations and groups working with
communities can apply for up to £5000 to take part in and celebrate Scotland’s Year of Stories 2022, with new, creative events, activities and programming,
spotlighting stories inspired by, created, or written in Scotland.
https://www.museumsgalleriesscotland.org.uk/funding/year-of-stories-2022-community-stories-fund/
Foundation Scotland: have a diverse range of funding programmes benefitting communities across Scotland.Some fundsare available on a Scotlandwide basis, and others are aimed at specific geographical areas or themes. You’ll find grant size and criteria information on each fund’s page, together with
any unique criteria. https://www.foundationscotland.org.uk/
|Places for Everyone|Sustrans Scotland
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Appendix
JMW existing artwork -Bedding_Detail
Note to Heron’s (or whoever moves the Artwork)
The work was installed by Realstone Glasgow,
who used an epoxy bonding agent to fix granite
section to concrete foundation.The granite itself
was a specialist water jet artwork with infilled
section produced by Sawyers for WAVEparticle.
We recommend caution in de-mounting the
granite from the concreted base -We recommend
insurance cover in the region of 10k should the
work be damaged and need to be replaced.
WAVEparticle designed the work, Sawyers
andrew@asacltd.co.uk fabricated the outer ring
and small disc in the centre. Alec Keeper at
Conservation Masonery the sandstone inner
pieces



JMW existing artwork -Uplifting
Sequence of Laying

 Dry lay all pieces: the outer 8 granite panels circle, 4
sandstone panels and inner granite disk to ensure the
correct positions, arrangement and expansion joints have
been considered. (At all times when moving the outer
granite pieces use the appropriate lifter to ensure the
corners to not break off as these will be exposed around
the finished piece)

Remove the 8 granite outer pieces and inner disk.
Mark the location of sandstone panels.
Lay the sandstone panels on a (….) bed of (….)mm.
Lay the 8 granite panels on a (….) bed, there should be
a 10mm expansion joint between the granite panel and
the sandstone panel. Build the bed up to ensure that the
top face of the granite is level with the top face of the
sandstone. Lay the inner disk on a mortar bed, in the
centre position.Once possible to do so, fill expansion
joints. The final colour of these joints should be black.







John Muir Way: Contacts
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John Muir Way:

Coverage

EARLY ideas for a new piece of art in Helensburgh town
centre to mark the western end of the John Muir Way will be
sought at a Zoom meeting this week.
Peter McCaughey and Danielle Banks from art organisation
WAVEparticle – which worked with the community on the
delivery of the award-winning Outdoor Museum in Colquhoun
Square – will outline the project to members of Helensburgh
Community Council (HCC) at a special launch ‘webinar’ at 7pm
on Thursday, April 8.
A series of free public workshops, again via Zoom, will be held
later in the month.
To find out more by attending Thursday evening’s event, email
HCC member Tariq Durrani and you’ll be sent an invitation to join
the meeting shortly before it begins.
Keep up with all the latest Helensburgh and Lomond
headlines here


https://www.helensburghadvertiser.co.uk/news/19241374.opinionjohn-muir-racism-fears-shouldnt-stop-helensburgh-marking-legacy/













John Muir Way:
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John Muir Way:
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John Muir Way:
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John Muir Way:

Thanks

This study is funded by the Scottish Government Scotland Loves Local Fund
administered by Scotland’s Towns Partnership. It is delivered by WAVEparticle,
on behalf the Green Action Trust which manages the John Muir Way, and is
supported by Argyll & Bute Council and Hirst Landscape Architects.
Thanks to everyone who contributed their time, ideas and energy.



